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My invention relates to antennas. Specifical- the transmission line, a. A bridging conductor
'3, connected across the pair of conductors 9-1 i,
ly, my invention relates to a short wave transmittingantenna.
' m a y be adjusted to prevent the generation of
I am aware that vertical antenna systems of a standing waves on the transmission line 3. At
5 qeight not exc-eeding a half wave length may be a convenient point beyond the bridging con- 5
'used for horizontal radiation. Such sYstems are '-ductor, the transmission line is' divided into a
satisfactory for long 'wave lengths but are de- pair of lines 15-11. One of these pairs of transfective for short waves. It has been proposed to mission lines may be of any convenient length
reverse phases between alternate half wave sec- but ,the other line should be a quarter wave length
10 tions and thereby permit a plurality of half wave longer. Each of these pairs of lines terminates 10
length sections to be employed. An antenna sys- in pairs of vertically arranged transmission lines
tem of several half wave sections offers practical 19-21.
difficulti-es in the matter of separately insulating
The vertical transmission lines are composed of
the sections; It has also been proposed to em- a plurality of sections 23 of a length equal to one15 ploy horizontal antenna elements with insulated half the length of the transmited wave. The 15
masts and phase adjusting, circuits, but· sitch lowermost section 25-21 of each of the vertical
systems offer serious structural and electrical dif- transmission lines 19-21 has Shunted across it
'ficulties. The novel arrangement which I pro- an adjustable bridging member 24-26. The popose may b-e used to overcome these' difficulties sitton of the bridging member, and the relative
20, and at, the same time improve the radiating ef- points at which the pair of transmission lines 20
ficiency.
'
join the vertical transmission lines, are arranged
One of the objects of my invention is found to avoid reflections by a proper terminating imin the design of an efficient transmitting antenna. pedance.
,
Every half wave length section 23 of each of
Another object is to secure uniform radiation in
25 all directions in a horizontal plane about the the vertical transmission lines is transposed. 25
antenna.
When the vertical lines are energized, standing
Another, object is to secure uniform radiation waves will be set up. Potential nodal points
In all directions by a novel arrangement of hori- separated by a. half wave length will b~ estabzontal antennas.
lished. Each of the anti-nodal potential· points
30
A further object is in a practical antenna. de'- on one side of the vertical tranpmission line will 30
sign which permits a plurality of horizontal an- be of the same phase, becaus~ of the transpositenna sections t6 be conductively supported by tion of the line. Since one of the pair of c6nQ' single metallic support.
'
.
necting transmission lines, is one-quarter wave '
Additional objects will be found in the accom- length longer than the other, and since'the termi35 panying specification and appended claims.
nating impedances of the vertical lines may be ad- 35
Figure I is a schematic diagram of one em- justed, currents in one vertical transmission line
21 may be established in quadrature phase relabodiment of my invention,
Figure II is a curve showing the apprOXimate tion with respect to the currents in the other ver,
voltage distribution in a part of the antenna ar- tical line 19.
40 rangement,
A series of horizontal a.nten~a elements 29, 40
Figure III is a perspective view of an antenna preferably less than a half wave length long, are
system embodying my invention,
connected across points of similar voltage and
Figure IV is a curve illustrating the radiational opposite phase near the potential nodal points
field pattern about an antenna similar to Figure of each vertical line.. The voltage distribution
45 m,
and the relative position of the horizontal anten- 45
Figure V is a graph shOWing the'relative power na elements is indicated In Figure II. The heavy
ratio of an antenna embodying my invention and dots 31 represent, the horizontal antenna elements 29.
'
a single vertical half wave antenna. and
In Figure' I, for convenience .of illustration,
Figure VI is a graph showing the relative power
50 ratio of a turnstile antenna and a vertical an-, each vertical transmission line with its connected 50
,tenna system of similar height.
horizontal antenna elements has been shown as
In Figure I a source I of radio frequency power separated. The vertical lines, per se, are sepais coupled to a transmission line 3 which may be rated but the corresponding horizontal elements
tuned by one or more variable capacitors 5-1. of each vertical section are actually arranged to
55 A pair of conductors 9-11 are connected across intersect at their centers. The intersection 55
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should be at right angles if Uniform circular That is, the radiated waves will travel outwardly
radiated fields are desired. Although my inven- in a circular pattern.
tion may be adapted tQ radiate waves of several
The radiatlonalchanicteristic may be illuspatterns, I shall describe an antenna whose ra- trated graphically in Figure IV.. In this illustradiational characteristic will establish' uniform' tion one series of horizontal antenna elements is (i
fields at uniform horizontaL distances from the represented as lying in a plane represented by a
antenna. This type of antenna employs. hori- line a. The other series of horizontal elements is
zontal antenn<t elements in the form of a sym- represented as lying in a plane represented by a
metrical cross. The arrangement may be char- line b. The' radiation from the elements in the
acterized as a turnstile antenna.
plane a will have a figure 8 characteristiC shown ]0
Since the centers of the plurality of horizontal as A; while that from b may be shown as ·B. The
antenna elements are symmetrical with respect to fields rotate ata 90° phase relation~hip which
the four conductors of the vertical transmission gives a resultant field C which is a circle. The
lines, they are at neutral voltage :Points and~may circle C represents uniform field strengtps at unibe conductivelyconnected to a common supIiort- form horizontal distances from the antenna.
];"j
ing member, which may be made of metal or any
The turnstile antenna of my invention is more
suitable material. Such an arrangement is illus- efficient than vertical half wave antennas. In
trated in Figure III. A metallic pipe or mast 41, Figure V I have compared the pOwer ratio of an
preferably self-supporting, is erected on a suitable antenna embodying my invention to a single vertifoundation 43. A number of crossed horizontal cal half wave antenna. It will be seen that for 20
antenna elements 45 are fastened to the mast by turnstile antennas of two or more crossed sets of
any suitable method, such as threading, clamping horizontal elements the power ratio shows that
or welding. The horizontal elements are spaced the turnstile antenna is more effective than the
from each other by substantially a half wave vertical half wave, antenna. I am aware that a 23
length; 1. e., the horizontal elements are spaced vertical antenna of several half wave lengths may .
at half wave length intervals on the vertical be used bY' proper phase reversals between the
transmission line but the sections of the . half wave sections. An antenna of several vertitransmission lines are slightly longer than the cal half wave sections offers serious construc-·
distance between the horizontal elements. The tional difficulties In matters of insulation and 30
vertical transposed transmission lines 41 are sym- support which are not present in an antenna'
metrically arranged to spiral around the mast and embodying my invention. Even if the practical
are connected to the horizontal elements at points difficulti.es are oyercome, the power ratio is very
about one-twentieth of a wave length from the much in favor of the turnstile antenna. The relasurface of the supporting pole. Stand-off in-. tive power ratJos for varying heights of antennas z.,
sulators 49 inay~be used to prevent the con~uctors of -both types \ar~. il~ustrated by.the graphs of
of the transmission lines from contacting the' Figure VI.
. .
. '. .'.
suppOrting pole or from contacting each other.
Although I have shown by, way of example; one
In Figure m, a single conductor of one of the embodiment· of my invention I do not intend to
four transmission condtlCtors has been shown. thereby limit my invention. Various modificaThe other conductors have been omitted to avoid tions within the scope of my invention will occur 40
confusion in the 1Ilustration.
' to those sk1Iled in. the art. I only intend to limit
It may be shown that'the field of radiatlonat. my invention as required by the prior art and by
a distant point with respect to the .antenna varies' the appended claims.
.
with the angle with the angle /I which is the angle
. I claim:
,
between the one seri.es horizontal antenna ele-. 1, In an antenna system of the character de- 45
ments and a line from the centet of the ant'enna scribed, a pair of vertical transmission lines,
to the distant point. and is
','
.
.
means for creating standing waves on said verti(1) Fl=lr sin (J sin't.1t
cal lines; means for establishing a quadrature
phase relation between the currents in said lines, 50
The corresponding field of radiation at a distant and a plurality of pairs of crossed horizontal an- ~
point for the other series of vertical antenna ele- . tenna elements each of said pairs having a comments with 90° phase relation will b e '
man conductive junction connected to potential
(II) F2=hcos (J cos t.1t
points of similar voltage on each of said pairs of
lines.
The sum of these Equations (I and II}-is
. 2. In an antenna system of the character de- 55
scribed, a pair of vertical and symmetrically dis(ill) Fl+F2=Ils1n /I sin wt+I2 cos /I cos wt
posed transmission lines,. means for creating
But since the currents II and 12 flowing in both standing waves on said vertical lines, means for
series at horizontal antenna elements are ·equal,; establishing a quadrature phase relation between 60
the Equation. (III) maY' be rewritten as
the currents in said lines, and a plurality of pairs
of crossed horizontal antenna elements each of
(IV) Fl+F2=lr (sin /I sin wt+cos /I cos wt)
.
.
said pairs having a-common junction connected
The expression within the brackets of Equation to potential points of similar. voltage on each' of
IV bears the relationship of
said pairs of lines.
65
3. In an antenna system of the character desin/l sin wt+cos /I cos wt=cos (wt-/l)
scribed, a pair of vertical. transmission lines,
and permits writing the equation as
means for creating standing waves on said verti-'
cal lines, means for establishing. a quadrature
(V) Fi+F2==!r cos (wt-(J)
'phase relation between the currents in said lines, 70
The Equation (V) indicates that the field will and a plurality of crossed horizontal antenna
rotate around the antenna at a speed proportional elements, each of said elements having a comto the frequency of the source, and that the fleld mon conductive intersection, connected to potenwill have a uniform strength at all points equally. tial points of similar voltage on each of said pairs
.
distant from the antenna ina horizontal· plane. of lines.
75
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4. In an. antenna system of the character described, a pair of vertical and symmetrically disPosed transmission 'lines, means for creating
standing waves on said vertical lines, means for
5 establishing a quadrature phase relation between
. the currents in said lines, and a 'plurality of
crossed horizontal antenna'elements, each of said
elements having a. common conductive intersec, tion, connected to potential points of similar voltlO age on each of said pa:irs of lines.
5. In an antenna, a pair of vertical transmission lines, means for creating standing waves on
said vertical lines, means for transposing said vertical lines so that the waves on one !ilide of said
15 lines are in the same phase, means for estabUshing a quadrature phase relation between the currents flowing insa-id lines; 'a plurality of crossed
horizontal antenna elements, each of said' elements having a common conductive junction, coI:l\\
20 nected to similar potential points in one of said
lines, and a plurality of similar horizontal elements positioned at right angles to the first mentioned·horizontal elements and connected to the
other of said ,transmission lines at potential
25 points beariJ;1g quadrature p;hase relation to the
first mentioned potential points.
6. In a deVi.e"of the chara.cter described, a con.:.
ductive mast.. ·two sets of crossed antenna elements positioned at half wave length intervaJs
30 on said mast and conductivelyconnected thereto,
'onetransmission line connected to one' of, sai(ll
sets of elements, another transmission line connected to the other of said sets "f e}e~iits; means
for transposing alternate sections of each of said
35 pair of lines, and means for impressingalternating currents on said pair of lines of equal magni.
tUde and quadrature phase. ' . - , .
. 7. A transmitting antenna comprising two series of horizontal antenna elements disposed in
40 vertical planes which. intersect at right angles
at the centers of said elements, a conductive mast
,for conductively supporting said antenna. ele-

3

ments, a first transmission ,lin~ conne~ted to one
series of said elements at points of similar potential and similar phase, a second transmission line
connected to the other of said elements at points
of similar potential and similar phase, and means
for impressing:altemating currents on said transmission lines of equal magnitude and quadrature
phase.
8. In an antenna system of the character described, a pliir of vertical transmission lines,
means for creating standing waves on said vertical lines, means' for establishing a quadrature
phase relation between currents in said lines, a
plurality of horizonta.I antenna elements of the
order of one-half wave length long connected
to potential points of similar voltage on each
of said pairs of lines, and a conductive mast for
conductively supporting said antenna elements.
9. In a device of the character described, a metallic mast, two series of horizontal antenna elements disposed in vertical planes which intersect
at rightangles 'at the centers of' said elements,
said mast conductively supporting said elements
at said centers,a pair of vertical conductor wires
connected to points on the horizontal elements
equally distant from the surface of the mast and
transposed between each of said elements, a similar pair of conductors connected in similar manner to the other set of horizontal elements, and
means for impressing high frequency oscillatory
cUrrents differing by quadrature phase on each of
said pairs of conductors.
10. A device of the character described in claim
9 inclUding means for establishing standing waves
on each of said pairs of conductors.
11. A device of the character described in claim
9 and including means for cDnnecting the pairs
of conductors on the horizontal elements at a distance of a.bout one-twentieth of a wave length
from the sur~ll.ce of the metallic mast.
. ~
GEORGE H. BROWN.
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